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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the main electric motors that are used in the construction of an 

electric or hybrid car. This means that we want to characterize each type of motor, but also their 

performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The history of hybrid cars dates back to the early 1900's. The first functional hybrid car 

was designed and built by Ferdinand Porsche. It was called Semper Vivus and was developed 

in collaboration with Lohner-Werke, a company founded by Jacob Lohner in Austria. The car 

used two electric generators and a 25 hp Daimler IC heat engine and had a range only 65 km 

on the electric battery, and the top speed was 50 km / h [1]. As of April 2020, more than 17 

million hybrid electric vehicles have been sold worldwide since their inception in 1997 [2-3]. 

Japan has the largest fleet of hybrid electric vehicles in the world, with 7.5 million 

hybrids registered in March 2018. Also, the largest penetration of the hybrid market in the 

world is also in Japan where hybrids represent 19.0% of the total cars on the road since March 

2018 [4]. Since December 2020, the US has been ranked second, with cumulative sales of 5.8 

million units since 1999 [5], and since July 2020, Europe has been ranked third with 3.0 

million cars. delivered since 2000 [6]. 

It is known that electric machines can operate in two main modes: a) motor mode, in 

which they convert the electricity taken from a source (industrial electrical network, electric 

generator, chemical battery, etc.) into mechanical energy at the axis of the machine; b) 

generator mode, in which they convert the mechanical energy taken from a drive motor (heat 

engine, electric motor, working machine with potential torque, the wheels of the moving 

vehicle during braking, etc.) into electricity [7]. Electric motors are the only propulsion 

system on electric vehicles [8]. 

On hybrid electric vehicles there are two propulsion systems: with thermal engines 

(internal combustion) and with electric motors, which can be used in different configurations: 

series, parallel, mixed [9]. Electric motors on electric vehicles or hybrid vehicles convert 

electricity from the storage unit into mechanical energy that drives the wheels of the vehicle. 

The main types of electric motors adopted for the propulsion of electric vehicles or 

hybrid vehicles are: direct current motors (usually with series excitation), asynchronous 

motors, synchronous motors with permanent magnets and motors with variable reluctance. 

 

2. ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS 

Due to its safe operation, easy maintenance, low cost and ability to operate in hazardous 

environments, the induction motor (asynchronous) with the short-circuit rotor is considered to 

be the best motor for the propulsion of hybrid electric vehicles. 
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From a constructive point of view, three-phase asynchronous motors consist of two concentric 

magnetic circuits: the external magnetic circuit is the immovable part of the machine or stator 

and the internal magnetic circuit is the moving part of the machine or rotor. The two magnetic 

circuits are separated by a free space called the air gap. The stator of the rotating 

asynchronous motor has the shape of a cylindrical crown, provided with notches on the inner 

face, in which a three-phase winding is arranged. The cylindrical rotor of the asynchronous 

motor is usually provided with notches on the outer surface in which can be placed either a 

three-phase winding (coil) similar to the stator winding or a polyphase winding made of short-

circuited rods at both ends, in the shape of a cage. squirrel. The asynchronous machine can 

operate on hybrid electric vehicles either in engine mode, when it converts electricity into 

mechanical energy, or in generator mode, when it converts mechanical energy into electricity. 
 

 
Fig 1. a) The arrangement of the magnetic axes of the three-phase windings of the asynchronous 

motor; b) The sinusoidal distribution of the winding phase aa 'on the circumference of the stator 

 

3. SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS WITH PERMANENT MAGNETS 

A synchronous motor has the principle structure in Figure 2. It consists of a fixed and a 

mobile armature. On the fixed reinforcement is arranged a winding supplied with a current il, 

and the movable reinforcement is made of a permanent magnet N-S. The electromagnetic 

torque produced by the system is: 

Ma= = Ψ0m·il·sin θ                                                     (1) 

where:  

Wm – is the total magnetic energy of the system 

Ψ0m – is the total useful flux produced by the permanent magnet 

θ – is the rotor position angle; 

il – is the current through the winding on the fixed armature. 

The active torque is that produced by the interaction between the permanent magnet field and 

the winding current and acts to reduce the generalized coordinate θ. In the permanent magnet 

motor, the position θ = 0 is stable, in the sense that any disturbance that tends to remove the 

rotor from this position, leads to the appearance of a torque, active or reactive, which tends to 

return the rotor to the equilibrium position. If the magnetic field produced by the winding on 

the stator armature is rotating, it follows that the rotor of the machine must follow the axis of 

the stator field, its rotation taking place at a speed equal to the rotational speed of the rotating 

field. 
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Fig 2. Motor with permanent magnets 

 

Constructively synchronous motors with permanent magnets are characterized by the 

following characteristics: - the stator of these machines, similar to that of any other AC 

motors, is made of electrotechnical steel sheets, in its notches being placed single-phase or 

polyphase excitation winding; - the rotor of the synchronous motors with permanent magnets 

is made in two constructive variants, namely: in normal construction, with apparent poles and 

squirrel cage, respectively with claw poles, solution generally used at low powers and for a 

large number of poles. 

Considering the positioning of the cage relative to the permanent magnets, the rotor in normal 

construction can be of two types: with radial construction, figure 3.a, or with axial 

construction, figure 3.b, c. Figure 3.a shows the constructive solution that provides the 

placement of the permanent magnet directly on the shaft, on its outer faces sticking polar parts 

in which the bars of the starting cage are placed. Note that this configuration can only be used 

in the case of metal permanent magnets, as the magnet takes over the entire torque transmitted 

to the shaft. In the case of ceramic (ferrite) magnets, the solution in figure 3.b is preferable, 

the permanent magnets being placed in the form of pellets between the apparent poles of the 

rotor. 

 
Fig. 3. Permanent magnet motor, construction: (a) radial, (b) axial with one row of magnets, (c) axial, 

with two rows of magnets 

 

Another criterion according to which the types of rotor are distinguished is the way of placing 

the permanent magnet inside the rotor, as shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Motor with permanent magnets: a. With apparent pole configuration b. With pellet-shaped 

magnets 

 

4. VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MOTORS 

Due to their simple construction, simple control and their ability to operate at high speeds, 

variable reluctance (MRV) motors have started to gain a lot of interest in the propulsion of 

hybrid electric vehicles. Variable reluctance motors have apparent poles on both the stator and 

the rotor, with windings placed only on the stator. The number of poles is different on stator 

and rotor, the most used being the motors with structures of type 8/6 or 6/4, ie with 8 poles on 

stator and 6 poles on rotor, respectively 6 poles on stator and 4 poles on rotor. Figure 5 shows, 

in cross section, the schematic diagram of a three-phase variable reluctance motor with 6/4 

structure. 

 

 
Fig 5. Variable reluctance motors 

 

The power supply of the variable reluctance motor is made from a direct current source by 

means of an electronic converter whose power switches are in series with the phase windings. 

When a stator winding of a phase is fed, the nearest pair of rotor poles is drawn so as to 

minimize reluctance; by successively feeding the stator phases, a torque can be developed in 

any direction of rotation. When the stator and rotor poles are perfectly aligned, the reluctance 

is minimal and the inductance of the unsaturated phase is maximum. When the rotor poles are 

symmetrically arranged relative to the stator poles, their position is said to be misaligned, and 

the phase inductance is minimal at this position. 4/2 and 2/2 configurations are also possible, 

but when the stator and rotor poles are perfectly aligned, it would not be possible to develop 

starting torque. Variants with large combinations of the number of poles, for example 10/4, 
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12/8, have the advantage of smaller torque variations and have no problems with the starting 

torque.  

Advantages of variable reluctance motors include: 

a) simple construction and low cost due to the absence of rotor winding or permanent 

magnets (magnets often made of expensive and deficient materials); 

b) reduction of the number of power switches because no bidirectional currents are 

required; 

c) stator losses are higher, but it can cool more easily; 

d) the torque-speed characteristics of the engine can be adapted to the working 

conditions from the design phase; 

e) the moment of inertia of the rotor is reduced; 

f) allow to obtain a region of constant power in a wide range of speeds; 

g) the stator phases are independent, so that the motor can run even in case of loss of 

one or more phases 

h) the starting torque can be very high, without problems related to excessive current 

surge 

i) the operation of the rotor is allowed at maximum temperatures, because there are no 

permanent windings or magnets arranged on it; 

The disadvantages of variable reluctance motors are: 

a. the important pulsations of the torque determine large oscillations of the current in the 

power supply, imposing the need for a large capacitive filter for their smoothing 

b. noise pollution is higher than for other types of engines; 

c. requires a special power converter; the lack of permanent magnets requires an 

increase in the excitation of the stator windings and therefore an increase in the power 

of the converter; 

d. the losses in the stator windings are higher than in other machines, so that the 

efficiency and the torque / current ratio are lower; 

e. requires position sensors; 

f. the nonlinearity of the magnetic characteristics leads to a difficult estimation of the 

performances. 

g. motor control may be simpler than field-induction control of induction machines, but 

important calculations for the control system are required to reduce torque oscillations; 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Hybrid cars are an intermediate stage between classic cars, with the heat engine as the energy 

source, and electric cars, which have an electric generator as their energy source. Although 

the idea of hybrid cars appeared at the beginning of the twentieth century, they know a 

significant development only towards the end of that century. The reasons that led to their 

increasing spread at the beginning of the 21st century are related to the reduction of 

environmental pollution and the reduction of fuel consumption from petroleum products. 

At present, induction motors (asynchronous machine - ASM) with squirrel cage rotor are 

preferred for cost reasons. If a high power-to-weight ratio is required and the best possible 

performance must be met, then the Permanent Magnet Excited Synchronous Machine (PSM) 

is superior. PSM offers a very high efficiency and overload ratio. The variable reluctance 

motors is superior in torque and offers a wide range of engine speed. 
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